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MORE -   
This is perhaps the dumbest approach for the US to take in a war that if  it persists as it is will 
end up with a nuclear holocaust. For people who have been in politics to assume that attitude 
of  NO COMPROMISE in this kind of  a situation is simply terminally stupid. To make matters 
worse to insert uranium shells is insane. – rdb] 
From WarNew24/7:  https://warnews247-gr.translate.goog/v-poutin-s-soigkou-apeiloun-me-olokaftoma-tin-
vretania-chrisi-apebloutismenou-ouraniou-tha-eklifthei-os-pyriniki-epithesi-kata-tis-rosias-
vid/?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en  
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Terminal stupidity for the Brits. London could be gone in a day. – rdb] 
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Putin lauds Chinese peace roadmap for Ukraine  
It can be implemented only when West and Kiev are “ready” for it, Russian president said after talks with his Chinese 
counterpart  
21 Mar, 2023 15:58  
Russian President Vladimir Putin has praised Beijing's 12-point peace roadmap for Ukraine, during a 
summit with his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping. 
 The Chinese leader is making a three-day visit to Moscow, and today's official talks took place at the Kremlin. 
 “We believe that many of  the provisions of  the peace plan put forward by China are consonant 

with the Russian stance and can be taken as a foundation for a peaceful settlement when they are ready 
for it in the West and in Kiev. However, so far we have not observed such readiness on their part,” Putin stated. 
 The Chinese president said Beijing continues to strictly adhere to the UN principles over the 

conflict between Moscow and Kiev, maintaining a balanced position. Xi also reiterated his call on all parties 
to exercise restraint and for a return to negotiations to seek a diplomatic solution to hostilities. 
 “We’re always for peace and dialogue, and we firmly stand on the right side of history,” Xi added. 
 The two leaders met behind closed doors first, with a number of  top officials, including Foreign 
Minister Sergey Lavrov, Security Council Deputy Chairman Dmitry Medvedev and Defense Minister 
Sergey Shoigu, taking part in the negotiations on the Russian side. The meeting was followed by 
another round of  talks with expanded delegations, involving more government ministers and the heads of 
Russian state corporations. 
 The two leaders welcomed the developing ties between the two nations, with the Russian president 
stating they have already reached their “highest-ever level.” 
 “I look forward to maintaining close contacts with President Vladimir Putin in various forms to contribute to 
dynamic and long-term development of Chinese-Russian ties,” Xi stated. 
 The negotiations come as a part of  the Chinese leader’s three-day visit to Russia, which began 

on Monday. Earlier in the day, he held bilateral talks with Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin. During that 
meeting, Xi revealed he had invited Putin to visit later this year. The Chinese president also invited Mishustin to visit 
China. 
 During the talks, Russia and China inked 14 documents, including two joint statements by the 

presidents, according to the Kremlin website. These include a protocol on strengthening cooperation in 
fundamental scientific research, a program on cooperating in nuclear reactor construction, an agreement on cooperation 
in the production of joint TV programs, as well as multiple memorandums of understanding in various fields. 
 On Monday, Xi and Putin held almost five hours of  informal talks behind closed doors. President 
Xi’s visit is his first to Russia since the outbreak of the Moscow-Kiev conflict, and also his first foreign trip since securing 
an unprecedented third term as China’s head of state. 
 The two nations have reiterated their commitment to build a multipolar world and reinforce their 

relations, described as a “strategic partnership.” According to Xi, building closer ties with Russia is “a strategic 
choice China has made on the basis of its own fundamental interests and the prevailing trends of the world.”  
https://www.rt.com/russia/573366-putin-xi-kremlin-talks/  
 

Ukrainian drone attack repelled in Crimea  
No military installations were in the vicinity of the drone attack, an aide to the regional leader has claimed  

21 Mar, 2023 08:06  
 
Debris of a Ukrainian drone shot down over Dzhankoy in Russia’s Crimea. ©  
Telegram / Oleg Kryuchkov 

 Several Ukrainian drones were brought down by air 
defenses in the town of  Dzhankoy in Crimea late on Monday, 
local officials have said. 
 Debris from the destroyed UAVs damaged a house 
and a shop in the area, the leader of  the Republic of  
Crimea, Sergey Aksyonov, wrote on Telegram on Monday. 

 One person was injured in the incident, he added. 

https://www.rt.com/russia/573366-putin-xi-kremlin-talks/


 The victim was a 33-year-old male who suffered shrapnel wounds. He was hospitalized, and his 
life is currently not in danger, the head of the Dzhankoy administration, Igor IvIn, told local media. 
 “All of the drones were aimed at civilian targets… There are no military facilities nearby,” Aksyonov’s aide, 
Oleg Kryuchkov, wrote on Telegram early on Tuesday. 
 One of the UAVs was destroyed above a technical college, crashing to the ground between an 
academic building and a dormitory. “The rest were shot down over residential areas,” he said, without specifying how 
many drones were flying. 
 “Besides the explosives, each of them contained shrapnel,” the aide added. 
 Kryuchkov also shared photos of  debris from the downed aircraft on his Telegram page, which 
showed that the drones bore stickers of the ‘trollface’ internet meme. He called it “a special type of cynicism” to 
decorate UAVs that target civilians in such a way. 
 The foiled attack took place just days after Crimea celebrated the ninth anniversary of  its 

reunification with Russia as a result of  a referendum, a move that was supported by an overwhelming majority 
of the local population. The peninsula officially became part of Russia on March 18, 2014, shortly after a violent coup in 
Kiev. 
 Ukrainian officials usually either deny or refuse to confirm involvement in incursions inside Russian territory, but 
have said that they view sites in Crimea as legitimate targets. 
 Last month, US Deputy Secretary of State for Political Affairs Victoria Nuland said Moscow has turned Crimea 
into a military base with command posts, logistics depots and airfields amid its conflict with Kiev. 
 “Ukraine is not going to be safe unless Crimea is – at a minimum, at a minimum – demilitarized,” Nuland insisted, 
adding that Washington was “supporting” Ukrainian attempts to hit targets on the peninsula. 
https://www.rt.com/russia/573328-crimea-drone-attack-ukraine/  
 

Kiev issues update on mooted talks with Xi  
Ukraine is still waiting for a confirmation from Beijing of top-level virtual talks, the country’s Deputy Prime Minister 
says  
21 Mar, 2023 12:41  
 Ukraine’s President Vladimir Zelensky and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping have a lot to 
discuss, but it’s currently unclear if  their conversation will actually take place, Ukrainian Deputy 
Prime Minister Irina Vereshchuk has said. 
 The phone call being considered between the two heads of state “would be an important move. They have 
things to say to each other,” Vereshchuk told Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera on Tuesday. 
 But when asked if  this conversation will happen “for sure,” she replied: “I don't know. We're 
waiting for confirmation.” 
 Xi hasn’t talked to Zelensky once since the conflict between Moscow and Kiev started more 
than a year ago. Last week, the Wall Street Journal reported, citing unnamed sources familiar with the matter, that the 
leaders of China and Ukraine may hold a “virtual meeting” after Xi returns from his visit to Russia. 
 The Chinese leader landed in Moscow on Monday and held nearly five-hour-long, one-to-one 
talks with Russian president Vladimir Putin on the same day. He met with Russia’s Prime Minister Mikhail 
Mishustin on Tuesday morning, with high-level delegations from the two countries, headed by Putin and Xi themselves, 
to continue negotiations later in the day. 
 Beijing’s views on the conflict in Ukraine were summarized by Xi in an article he wrote that was published in 
newspaper Rossiyskaya Gazeta ahead of his visit. China maintains “an objective and impartial position” 

regarding the crisis, while making “active efforts to promote reconciliation and peaceful 
negotiations,” he wrote. 
 The Chinese leader pointed out that the settlement of the conflict should be based on the principles laid out in 
the UN Charter, which “respect the reasonable concern of all states in the field of security” and ensure the stability of 
global production and supply chains. 

However, Vereshchuk said that Kiev expected Beijing to stand with the side seeking what she called “truth and 
justice” by supporting Zelensky’s ten-point “peace plan,” which, among other things, calls for the withdrawal of Russian 
forces to borders claimed by Ukraine, for the payment of reparations and for submission to war-crime tribunals. “The 

https://www.rt.com/russia/573328-crimea-drone-attack-ukraine/


 Chinese should understand that the idea of a ceasefire is impossible if it’s not preceded by a Russian pullout from 
the territory of Ukraine,” she explained.  https://www.rt.com/news/573362-xi-zelensky-china-ukraine/  
 

Ukraine planning major attack on new Russian territories – Bild  
The German newspaper has cited an unnamed NATO official as claiming that Kiev is preparing to strike in Zaporozhye 
and Lugansk  
21 Mar, 2023 15:36  
 The conflict between Russia and Ukraine is approaching a decisive period, with Kiev aiming 
to re-take Moscow's new territories this spring, Germany’s Bild newspaper has reported. The tabloid 
cited an anonymous NATO source who claimed the bloc is providing Ukraine with everything it needs to sever the so-
called 'land bridge' to Crimea. 
 In a report on Tuesday, Bild quoted a “leading” NATO official as stating that the alliance’s 
analysts expect the conflict to reach a climax in the spring and summer. The official expressed confidence 
that heavy weaponry being delivered to Ukraine will be brought to bear in several counteroffensives as early as May. 
 “The coming six months will be a key period in the war not only for Ukraine, but also for the allies,” the unnamed 
source predicted. 
 While refusing to go into detail regarding planned operations, the official asserted that 
Ukrainian forces will focus their efforts on the regions of  Zaporozhye and Lugansk. 
 The main objective of  the offensives will be to “sever the land bridge to Crimea,” the NATO source 
added. 
 The official claimed that Ukraine is likely to mount counteroffensives in other regions as well, 
which will either be genuine or merely serve as distractions to preoccupy the Russian military. 
 According to the Bild report, NATO is not ruling out a scenario in which Ukraine would attempt to retake Crimea, 
which joined Russia in 2014 following a referendum. 
 “Kiev has the right to recapture all Ukrainian territory,” the official insisted. 
 In an effort to ensure the new offensives are successful, Kiev’s backers are reportedly providing it with 
intelligence data as well as training, logistical support and weapons. 
 Speaking to the Polish newspaper Rzeczpospolita on Monday, Czech President Petr Pavel said 
that the “window of  opportunity” for Ukraine would only be open until the end of  this year. 
 The former general, who served as chair of the NATO Military Committee until 2018, argued that with elections 
approaching in the US in 2024, Washington is likely to reduce defense aid to Ukraine. Pavel said he expected European 
nations to follow suit. 
 “Ukraine will only have one attempt to launch a major counteroffensive,” the Czech president 
claimed, adding that should this effort fail, “it will be extremely difficult to obtain funds for the next one.” 
https://www.rt.com/russia/573372-ukraine-counter-offensive-spring-nato/  
 

West must brace for protracted Ukraine conflict – Scholz  
The German chancellor has suggested that even after hostilities end, things won’t return to normal overnight  
21 Mar, 2023 12:25  
 The West should prepare for a protracted conflict in Ukraine, German Chancellor Olaf  Scholz 
has warned. He predicted that even after the fighting has stopped, the consequences of the confrontation 
will persist. 
 Appearing at a meeting organized by the Rheinische Post newspaper in Duesseldorf on Monday, 
Scholz asserted that “we must prepare ourselves that it can last a long time,” adding that “even when the war 
is over, not everything will be normal overnight.” 
 “We should realize that this dreadful war of  aggression and its consequences will keep us busy 

for a long time, and that we will have to deal with the clearing of  the rubble for a long time,” Scholz 
stated. 
 Despite his prediction, Scholz argued that Berlin should not be deterred from working to bring an end to 
hostilities as soon as possible, and claimed that the withdrawal of Russian troops from Ukraine was the key prerequisite 
for a “just peace.” 
 In an apparent attempt to allay public concerns over his handling of the crisis, Scholz insisted that his 
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government was “not acting recklessly.” The Rheinische Post interpreted the remark as an indication from the chancellor 
that he was against weapons deliveries to Ukraine becoming “too extensive.” 
 Explaining his government’s goals in Ukraine, Scholz said Germany would like to see a situation 

where Kiev is able to “recover its security.” 
 The chancellor also stated that he holds regular phone calls with Russian President Vladimir Putin, 

with the conversations lasting up to an hour and a half. Scholz added that they sometimes speak in German, 
although they also use an interpreter. According to the chancellor, while Putin is always polite, major differences of 
opinion remain between the pair. 
 In contrast, Scholz claimed he shares a “common political concept” with US President Joe Biden, as he heaped 
praise on the American leader. 
 Scholz went on to insist that the European Union is more united than may appear to outside observers, but 
maintained that the bloc should do away with its unanimity principle when taking major decisions. 
 A single country should not be able to “halt everything” as “not everyone always agrees” on every issue, Scholz 
argued, adding that “we cannot simply leave all institutional structures as they are.”  https://www.rt.com/news/573358-
chancellor-scholz-ukraine-conflict-long/  
 

Landmine explodes along Lebanese border, damaging IDF vehicle - report 
The background of the incident is as of yet unclear. 
By TZVI JOFFRE Published: MARCH 21, 2023 14:54 Updated: MARCH 21, 2023 15:33  
 An IDF engineering vehicle hit a landmine along the Lebanese border near Shtula on Tuesday 
afternoon, according to Army Radio. 
 The mine exploded upon contact. 
 The background of the incident is as of yet unclear. 
Recent activity on the Israel-Lebanon border 
 Israel's border with Lebanon has seen consistent activity in recent weeks. Flare grenades were fired by the IDF 
near the town of Mattat on the Israeli-Lebanese border on March 16, after being alerted to suspicious activity. 
 Also, a Hezbollah terrorist crossed the Lebanese border into Israel last week and carried out a bombing attack at 
Megiddo junction. The IDF determined that the infiltrator crossed the border using a ladder.  
This is a developing story.   https://www.jpost.com/breaking-news/article-734982  
 

Shin Bet busts Gaza-directed terror cell planning shooting, bombing attacks 
Agency says 2 West Bank Palestinians detained days ahead of carrying out ‘significant’ shooting in Jerusalem for 
Popular Resistance Committees, along with 2 recruited for bombing 
By Emanuel Fabian Today, 2:12 pm  

 
Guns seized from two Palestinians who are accused of planning to carry 
out a shooting attack in Jerusalem, in a handout photo from the Shin Bet 
published March 21, 2023. (Shin Bet) 

 Four Palestinians from the West Bank who 
were allegedly recruited by a terror group in the 
Gaza Strip to carry out major attacks were detained 
in recent weeks, the Shin Bet security agency said 
Tuesday. 
 Two of the alleged cell members were 
recently detained over plans to carry out a 
“significant” shooting attack in Jerusalem in the 
coming days, the Shin Bet said. Guns the pair were planning 

to use were also seized. 
 And last month, the agency said, two Palestinian brothers were detained for allegedly being recruited to carry 
out a bombing attack in Israel. 
 The four suspects were not named. 
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 According to the Shin Bet, young Palestinians are being recruited by Amin Zakot, 31, and Sabari Aram, 40, 
members of the Gaza-based Popular Resistance Committees, who provide them with training and weapons to carry out 
terror attacks. 
 In December, the Shin Bet said the Popular Resistance Committees was recruiting Palestinians 
in the West Bank to carry out a major bombing attack in Israel. A primed explosive was seized. The agency 

also named Zakot and Aram at the time as being involved in the plans. 
 
Amin Zakot, 31, (left) and Sabari Aram, 40, (right) members of the Gaza-based Popular Resistance 
Committees, accused of recruiting Palestinians in the West Bank to carry out terror attacks. (Shin 
Bet) 

 The Shin Bet said the recent attempts by the Popular Resistance 
Committees were monitored “in all stages of planning and were uncovered ahead 
of the execution of the attacks.” 
 The Popular Resistance Committees are funded and 
supported by the Gaza-ruling Hamas terror group, according to the Shin 

Bet.  MORE - https://www.timesofisrael.com/shin-bet-busts-gaza-directed-terror-cell-planning-shooting-bombing-
attacks/  
 

Security forces gear up for Ramadan as tensions remain high in Jerusalem, West Bank 
Police say more officers to be deployed around Old City for Friday prayers during Muslim holy month, warn of terror 
groups inciting violence; IDF preemptively arrests instigators 
By Emanuel Fabian Today, 10:10 am  

 
File: Border Police officers guard the entrance to the Al-Aqsa Mosque, in 
Jerusalem's Old City on April 19, 2022. (Yonatan Sindel/Flash90) 

 Israeli security forces are once again gearing 
up for the Muslim holy month of  Ramadan, which 
coincides with the Jewish holiday of  Passover this 
year, with tension already high across the West Bank 
and in Jerusalem. 
 Police anticipate hundreds of  thousands of  
visitors — mainly Palestinians — will come to Jerusalem 
during Ramadan, a month of fasting, prayer and reflection 
observed by Muslims worldwide, which is expected to begin 
Wednesday or Thursday and end April 21. 

 Ramadan has often been marked by clashes and high tension between Israel and the 
Palestinians. 
 Israeli and Palestinian Authority delegations reconvened Sunday for a relatively rare, albeit 
low-stakes, regional summit in Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt, where they recommitted to de-escalating tensions 
ahead of Ramadan. 
 Top defense officials, meanwhile, have warned the government about an increase in alerts of  
potential Palestinian terror attacks during the sensitive period. 

 Some officials have warned that the upcoming 
Ramadan may be the most difficult to handle in years, as 
tensions remained high amid a cycle of deadly Israeli raids in 
the West Bank and deadly Palestinian terror attacks, as well as 
an uptick in settler violence. 
 
Israeli soldiers are seen at the scene of a shooting attack in the West Bank 
town of Hawara, March 19, 2023. (AP Photo/Majdi Mohammed) 

 According to the Haaretz daily, during a recent 
meeting with Defense Minister Yoav Gallant, military 
officials said Israel’s ongoing internal unrest, the 
declining popularity of  the Palestinian Authority, a 
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rise in nationalist Jewish attacks, and the actions of  National Security Minister Itamar Ben Gvir are all 
contributing to a highly volatile state in the West Bank. 
 A string of Palestinian attacks in Israel and the West Bank in recent months have left 15 people — almost all of 
them Israelis — dead and several more seriously hurt. Many of the attacks have occurred in the capital and were carried 

out by Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem. MORE -  https://www.timesofisrael.com/security-forces-gear-up-for-
ramadan-as-tensions-remain-high-in-jerusalem-west-bank/  
 

Knesset okays repeal of Disengagement Law for northern West Bank in 31-18 final vote 
Likud MK Yuli Edelstein, who sponsored the bill, hails 
‘significant step’ toward reestablishing Israeli presence in 
‘homeland’ areas; opposition MK labels law ‘anti-Zionist’ 
By Carrie Keller-Lynn and ToI Staff Today, 4:33 am  
 
The Palestinian village of Burqa is seen as an Israeli flag is placed in the 
Jewish West Bank outpost of Homesh, January 17, 2022. (AP/Ariel Schalit) 

 The Knesset voted in the early hours of  
Tuesday morning to roll back legislation that ordered 
the evacuation of  four northern West Bank 
settlements concurrent with Israel’s pullout from the 
Gaza Strip in 2005, passing the repeal in second and 

third (final) Knesset readings 31-18. 
 The law, which won some support from opposition members including National Unity’s Gideon 
Sa’ar and Ze’ev Elkin, repeals the clauses of  the Disengagement Law that banned Israelis from the 
area where the settlements of  Homesh, Ganim, Kadim and Sa-Nur once stood, paving the way for 
settlers to return. 
 The four communities were the only West Bank settlements to be cleared during what is termed 

the Disengagement from Gaza close to 18 years ago. The new law applies to those areas only. 
 The head of the IDF Central Command will still need to sign a military order allowing Israelis to return to those 
areas. 
 The destroyed towns have been a symbol to settlement supporters of  an injustice they have 
sought to undo, while to Palestinians the areas are another section of West Bank territory stripped from them. 
 The repeal, approved in a first Knesset reading less than a week ago, will bolster the coalition’s efforts to legalize 
a wildcat outpost currently occupying the site of Homesh and a yeshiva that has been built there, which activists have 
tried repeatedly to reestablish since 2005. 
 Repealing restrictions on Jewish entry was a required step toward legalizing the outpost. Homesh is built on 

private Palestinian land, according to a High Court ruling. MORE - https://www.timesofisrael.com/knesset-okays-
repeal-of-disengagement-law-for-northern-west-bank-in-31-18-final-vote/  
 

Likud MK warns police chief, citizens could face probes, prosecution over protests 
David Amsalem predicts a future state commission of inquiry into anti-government rallies will go after ‘many people’ 
for demonstrations against judicial overhaul 
By ToI Staff Today, 2:16 pm  
 A Likud lawmaker said Monday night at the Knesset that “the day will come” when numerous 

individuals will be investigated and prosecuted over their part in nationwide protests against the 
government, warning the chief  of  police that he could find himself  among them. 
 Police commissioner Kobi Shabtai appeared to respond to firebrand MK David Amsalem 
Tuesday morning by saying the force would not be intimidated by anyone, and would protect the right 
to freedom of  speech and demonstration. 
 In parliament, Amsalem addressed himself  to Shabtai, who has faced criticism from National 
Security Minister Itamar Ben Gvir and Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu for what they say is his too-soft 
approach toward protests against the coalition’s judicial overhaul, including the blocking of major roads. 
 “The day will come, not far off, when we will set up a commission of inquiry into everything that happened 
here… in the last two months,” said Amsalem, who is slated to be appointed a minister in the Justice Ministry. 
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 “You will see how many people here will be interrogated under caution and prosecuted,” 
Amsalem predicted. “I suggest that you not be one of  them. You are responsible, this is your watch.” 
 Members of the opposition immediately began heckling Amsalem, who continued to attack protesters whom he 
referred to as “anarchists.” 
 The firebrand lawmaker doubled down on his remarks Tuesday with posts to his Twitter account directed at the 
police chief. 
 “Mr. Kobi Shabtai, I expect you to start maintaining public order here,” Amsalem wrote. “And that our beloved 

policemen will start doing their job. Don’t let the anarchists stage a coup here.”   MORE - 
https://www.timesofisrael.com/likud-mk-warns-police-chief-citizens-could-face-probes-prosecution-over-protests/  
 

Swiss bank rescue threatens Western bond market – Bloomberg  
Credit Suisse was forced to write down billions worth of bonds as part of its merger with UBS  
21 Mar, 2023 06:32  
 The merger between Switzerland’s two largest lenders, the embattled Credit Suisse and UBS, 
could have a negative impact on the entire Western bond market, Bloomberg reported on Monday, 
citing analysts. 
 UBS agreed on Sunday to acquire its rival, which was on the brink of  insolvency due to the loss 
of investor and customer confidence, for 3 billion Swiss francs ($3.24 billion) in stock. The deal, brokered by the Swiss 
authorities, came with a 9-billion-franc government guarantee for potential losses from Credit Suisse assets and 100 
billion francs in liquidity assistance from Switzerland’s central bank. 
 However, as part of the deal, Swiss financial market regulator FINMA ordered Credit Suisse to write down to zero 
some 16 billion Swiss francs ($17.24 billion) of its Additional Tier 1 (AT1) bonds, with the aim of bolstering the bank’s 
capital and resolving its liquidity problems. 
 AT1 bonds are a riskier form of  bank debt, which were created in the wake of the global financial crisis of 
2008, and represent a type of junior debt that allows banks to transfer risks to investors instead of taxpayers in cases of 
financial difficulties. Investors find them attractive as they pay higher interest due to the fact that they carry more risk 
than regular bonds. 
 While bondholders will be left with nothing, Credit Suisse shareholders will receive $3.23 billion under the UBS 
deal, despite the fact that bonds traditionally stand above equities in the banking hierarchy. The situation has angered 
bondholders, Bloomberg reports, as they now fear the authorities in other countries may follow the Swiss government’s 
lead. 
 “It’s stunning and hard to understand how they can reverse the hierarchy between AT1 holders 

and shareholders… Wiping out AT1 holders while paying substantial amounts to shareholders goes 
against all the resolution principles and rules that were agreed internationally after 2008,” Jerome 
Legras, the head of research at Axiom Alternative Investments, an investor in Credit Suisse’s AT1 debt, has said. 
 “This just makes no sense… Shareholders should get zero… it’s crystal clear that AT1s are senior to stocks,” Patrik 
Kauffmann, a fixed-income portfolio manager at Aquila Asset Management, who also holds the bonds, told Bloomberg. 
 Some analysts, however, argue that the write-off of the bonds is a logical step, as this is part of the reason they 
were created – as a way to impose losses on creditors instead of taxpayers in case of bank failures. Overall, experts 
predict that either the AT1 market will soon be closed for new issuance, or the bonds will surge in price because of the 
extra risk displayed by the Credit Suisse rescue merger. https://www.rt.com/business/573280-credit-suisse-rescue-
bondmarket-threat/  
 

Arrest THIS! Trump crushes all 2024 Republicans in new poll 
Ron DeSantis ties lowest rating since December 
By Peter LaBarbera Published March 21, 2023 at 4:36pm  
 Former President Donald Trump opened up a 28-point lead over his strongest potential 
Republican presidential primary opponent, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis, according to the Morning 
Consult tracking poll released Tuesday. 
 The result of  the survey of  nearly 3,400 likely GOP primary voters, conducted March 17-19, 
appears to confirm the assessment of  many pundits on the right and left that the perceived selective 
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prosecution of  Trump by a blue-state, Democrat D.A. would only grow his popularity among 
Republican voters. 
 Trump announced his potential arrest at the hands of Manhattan District Attorney Alvin Bragg on his Truth Social 
platform Saturday, March 18. 

 
Morning Consult GOP primary tracker poll, March 17-19, 2023 (screenshot / Morning Consult) 

 "As Trump awaits potential indictment on charges related to a 2016 hush money scheme with adult-film star 
Stormy Daniels, he has posted one of his largest polling leads in the 2024 Republican primary. The latest survey shows 
54% of  potential primary voters support the former president, compared with 26% who are backing Florida 
Gov. Ron DeSantis," the Morning Counsel release on the "2024 GOP Primary Tracker" poll states. 
 The new poll shows DeSantis descending to a tie for his lowest level of  support since Morning 
Consult began tracking potential GOP presidential primary candidates in December. 
 The poll also found former vice president and likely presidential contender Mike Pence's 
support falling after Pence made his strongest criticism of then-President Trump's behavior on Jan. 6 to date, at 
the annual Gridiron dinner for journalists March 11 in Washington, D.C. 
 Morning Consult reports: "Pence’s Popularity Takes Hit: Former Vice President Mike Pence’s 
favorability rating among potential primary voters declined from 60% to 55% during a week that featured news coverage 
of his condemnation of Trump’s behavior surrounding the Jan. 6 Capitol attack. Over the same time period, the share 
who said they’d recently heard something negative about Pence, who is polling at 7% in the nominating race, increased 
from 15% to 24%." 
 The poll's respondents were among potential GOP primary voters who were asked whom they would vote for "if 
the 2024 Republican primary or caucus were held in their state today." 
 The Morning Consult survey was "conducted March 17-19, 2023, among 3,394 potential Republican primary 
voters, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points," according to the release. 
 The poll shows maverick entrepreneur and recently announced presidential candidate Vivek Ramaswamy getting 
on the board with a 1% rating, tying potential GOP candidates Sen. Tim Scott, R-S.C., South Dakota Gov. Kristi Noem, 
former Trump-administration Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Texas Gov. Greg Abbott, and Virginia Gov. Glenn Youngkin. 
 Former South Carolina governor and Trump's Ambassador to the United Nations, Nikki Haley, 
came in at 4 percent, while outspoken Never-Trumper Liz Cheney received 3% support. 
https://www.wnd.com/2023/03/arrest-trump-crushes-2024-republicans-new-poll/  
 

Warning: every dollar you donate to the Red Cross is bringing America to her knees… 
March 21, 2023 ( ago) 
 Recently, The Daily Caller published a bombshell story involving The Red Cross that should’ve 
gotten a lot more attention than it did. 
 That’s why it was great to see respected filmmaker Dinesh D’Souza discussing the scandal on his podcast 
recently. 
 So, it turns out that The Red Cross is actually helping illegals make their way into the United 
States. 
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 The Daily Caller piece claims The Red Cross is passing out “pamphlets” to migrants in Mexico, 
who are making their way over illegally. 

 

 



 The Daily Caller also reported the pamphlets include maps showing illegals the routes they can 
take to get to hotels and into US cities. In addition, they offer “how to” tips on surviving the illegal 
journey and even include birth control. 
The Daily Caller 
 The American Red Cross has maps and guides for migrants to make the dangerous journeys to 
the U.S.-Mexico border, according to documents exclusively obtained by the Daily Caller News 
Foundation. 

 The map, which is part of a packet stamped with the International Committee of the Red 

Cross and American Red Cross logos, shows a list of resources, including hotels, 

clinics and shelters where migrants can get support in Mexico and Central 

America. The maps include clearly defined lines leading to cities along the U.S. border. The organization 

also has a guide to “self care” along the journey, which includes tips on how to survive the desert and disease, how to 
safely jump on trains, and how to obtain contraceptives. 
 Many are proably reading this annd wondering why on earth would The Red. Cross do such a thing? Well, that 
answer may be found in all the government contracts and projects The Red Cross is involved with on behalf of illegals. 
 It appears that illegal immigration is a very lucrative business for The Red Cross. 
 The U.S. government tasks the American Red Cross, whose logo is on the guide for migrants south of the border, 
with allocating millions of dollars in taxpayer funds to support illegal migrants released into the country. 
 If we didn’t have a flood of illegals at the border and folks pouring into the US, The Red Cross would seemingly 
lose a lot of power and a great deal of money. 
 The American Red Cross sits on the board of  the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s 
(FEMA) Food and Shelter Program and is tasked with allocating funding to nongovernmental groups 
supporting the illegal migrants. The FEMA program received $350 million from the Department of  
Homeland Security (DHS) in February; the American Red Cross is tasked, along with other NGOs, with allocating 
some of those funds to support migrants after they’ve crossed the southern border and are processed with a court date. 
 The organization is not only facilitating help for illegal migrants in the U.S., but appears to be 
helping migrants make their journeys far south of  the border. U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
(CBP) has recorded a record surge in illegal migration at the southern border, where federal 
authorities encountered more than 2.3 million migrants in fiscal year 2022 and more than 870,000 between October and 
January. 
 As mentioned earlier, Dinesh also discussed this very serious topic on his podcast. 

How the American Red Cross is facilitating the passage of migrants across the border. @Debber66 
pic.twitter.com/osEoJnHj6H 
— Dinesh D'Souza (@DineshDSouza) March 21, 2023 

 This is very concerning, especially for hard working Americans who donate to The Red Cross. It certainly makes 
you wonder exactly where you’re money is going. 
 And speaking of  donations – there was a time when The Red Cross touted that 91 cents from 
every dollar donated went towards humanitarian causes. 
 That sounds remarkable, right? 
 Yes, but sadly, it’s not true. Not by a long shot, according to  experts. 
ProPublica: 
 Once donated dollars are in Red Cross hands, the charity spends additional money on 
“management and general” expenses, which includes things like back office accounting. That means 
the portion of  donated dollars going to overhead is even higher. 
 Just how high is impossible to know because the Red Cross doesn’t break down its spending on overhead and 
declined ProPublica and NPR’s request to do so. 
 The difference between the real number and the one the Red Cross has been repeating “would 
be very stark,” says Daniel Borochoff  of  the watchdog group CharityWatch. “They don’t want to be 
embarrassed.” 
 Living in Joe Biden’s economy isn’t easy, so it’s important to be fully informed about the 
charities you donate to. 
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 It’s always a good idea to make certain the charity you give to reflects your core values. And as it stands now, 
every dollar you donate to The Red Cross could in some way go towards bringing this country to her knees. 
 Sadly, this nation is plagued with problems. We have homeless Americans and US vets living on the streets, and 
American families struggling to make ends meet. Not to mention the environmental disaster that’s unfolding in Ohio. We 
could sure use The Red Cross’ help on those issues, not bringing in more illegal aliens. 
Something to think about before you donate. https://www.revolver.news/2023/03/warning-every-dollar-you-donate-to-

the-red-cross-is-bringing-america-to-her-knees/  [This is revolting. If  all this is true it is one more reason 

NEVER to give to the Red Cross. – rdb] 
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